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Researchers at Stanford 

University are trumpeting new 

findings that they say show 

agriculture’s so-called green 

revolution has greatly reduced 

forest clear-cutting and resulting 

climate-warming emissions—an 

unforeseen benefit to industrial 

agriculture. Because agricultural 

“advancements” like fertilizers, 

genetically engineered crops 

and pesticides have boosted 

yields, there has been less need 

to slash and burn for additional 

fields, and this has meant fewer 

carbon emissions, the report 

says.  

The study, titled “Greenhouse 

Gas Mitigation by Agricultural 

Intensification,” was published 

last month in the Proceedings of 

the National Academy of Sciences and posits that advances in high-yield industrial agriculture over the 

latter part of the 20th century have prevented massive amounts of greenhouse gases from entering the 

atmosphere—the equivalent of 590 billion metric tons of carbon dioxide. The researchers estimate that if 

not for increased yields, additional greenhouse gas emissions from clearing land for farming would have 

been equal to as much as a third of the world’s total output of greenhouse gases since the dawn of the 

Industrial Revolution in 1850.  

The report goes a step beyond highlighting the environmental benefits of high-yield, industrial agriculture 

and dismisses traditional methods. “Our results dispel the notion that modern intensive agriculture is 

inherently worse for the environment than a more ‘old-fashioned’ way of doing things,” said Jennifer 

Burney, lead author of the paper. 

Needless to say, many food policy analysts are taking issue with that assumption. While reducing 

greenhouse gasses is great, they argue, reliance on the “green revolution” and technological solutions is 

inherently unsustainable because it is based on massive inputs of fertilizers and pesticides, GMO 

technology, corporate ownership of seeds, global transportation and the destruction of biodiversity. 

In Oakland, the Institute for Food and Development Policy/Food First has some very different ideas about 

agriculture and global warming. In a comprehensive report titled “Smallholder Solutions to Hunger, Poverty 

and Climate Change,” the organization lays out an alternative to the destructive methods of the green 

revolution that have the potential to feed people and greatly reduce greenhouse gas emissions. “Although 

conventional wisdom assumes small family farms are backward and unproductive, agroecological 

research has shown that given a chance, small farms are much more productive than large farms,” the 

report says. “Small, ecological farms help cool the planet and provide many important ecosystem services; 

they are a reservoir for biodiversity, and are less vulnerable to pests, disease and environmental shock.” 

The report cites research by the University of Michigan that examined 293 examples comparing alternative 

and conventional (i.e., chemical dependent) agriculture from 91 studies and concluded that ecological 

agriculture could increase global food production by as much as 50 percent—without relying on the 

petroleum inputs that fueled the green revolution. Additional research has suggested that the conversion of

10,000 small-to-medium-size farms to organic production would store carbon in the soil equal to talking 

1,174,400 cars off the road.  

To be fair, the researchers say intensive, large-scale agriculture should be prominent among several 

strategies to reduce global greenhouse gases emissions. But since there’s plenty of research showing that 

small-scale, ecological agriculture is as productive or more so than destructive, petroleum-dependent 

industrial agriculture, some are saying it’s time to dump the green revolution in favor a truly revolutionary 

approach. 

Sustainable farming could feed the world, scientists say. Photo by Curtis 

Cartier. 
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